Properties of soft crystalline materials such as synthetic polymers are governed by locations of constituent atoms. Determining
atomic-scale structures in these materials is difficult because they degrade rapidly when studied by electron microscopy, and techniques such as x-ray scattering average over volumes much larger than coherent blocks of the unit cells. We obtained cryo-electron microscopy images of self-assembled nanosheets of a peptoid polymer, made by solid-phase synthesis, in which we see a variety of crystalline motifs. A combination of crystallographic and single particle methods, developed for cryo-electron microscopy of biological macromolecules, was used to obtain high resolution images of the crystals.
Individual crystals contain grains that are mirror images of each other with concomitant grain boundaries.
We have used molecular dynamic simulations to build an atomic model of the crystal structure to facilitate the interpretation of electron micrographs. Direct visualization of crystalline grains and grain boundaries on atomic length scales represents a new level of information for the polymer field.
INTRODUCTION
Crystalline polymers comprise lamellar domains with numerous defects and trapped amorphous domains between and possibly within lamellae. In landmark studies dating back to 1938 1 , electron diffraction was used to study thin, single crystal lamellae grown from solution [2] [3] [4] [5] . Considerable knowledge on polymer crystals has been obtained by using electron crystallography [6] [7] [8] [9] and electron microscopy imaging [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] algorithms on numerous images that each have low signal-to-noise ratio 3 because they are obtained under low dose conditions. The algorithms exploit the fact that in a given sample, the protein molecules have the same atomic structure (or a limited set of structures), even though the images represent projections of that structure through unknown rotations. Crystals of synthetic polymers are also unstable to electron beam exposure. Since the degree of homogeneity at the atomic level in synthetic polymer crystals is generally quite limited, the methods used to solve protein structures cannot be directly applied.
When atomic scale resolution of radiation sensitive soft materials is desired, it is of great importance to minimize the damage from the electron beam.
In order to preserve the high spatial frequency signal, the accumulated dose that can be used for imaging has to be carefully controlled by using a low-dose imaging technique. In addition, the effects of radiation damage are minimized when the specimen is cooled to cryogenic temperatures 18, 19 . The resolution of structures obtained from radiationsensitive biological macromolecules using cryogenic electron microscopy (cryo-EM) has been significantly improved with the introduction of direct electron detectors and novel image processing algorithms [20] [21] [22] [23] . The high detective quantum efficiency (DQE) of these detectors and their ability to acquire images rapidly enable dose-fractionated movie recording and beaminduced motion correction, thereby providing substantial enhancement of resolution for low-dose imaging 20, 24, 25 . In the present study, we have leveraged these advances along with algorithms developed in the structural biology community to obtain images of vitrified, hydrated synthetic polymer crystals using cryo-EM at a resolution sufficient to enable direct comparisons with atomic models.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Diblock polypeptoid synthesis
The amine submonomers for Nte (mPEG3-NH2) were purchased from Peptide Solutions, Inc. (98% purity). Linear alkyl amines were purchased from TCI. All submonomers were used without further purification. Acetylation was performed on the crude, cleaved peptoid (~200 mg). The peptoid was dissolved in 2 mL DMF/tetrahydrofuran (THF) (1:5, v/v), followed by the addition of 100 µL acetic anhydride and 100 µL pyridine, and allowed to stir at room temperature for 20 minutes. The volatiles were then removed by evaporation, and the peptoid lyophilized from acetonitrile (ACN)/water
Purification and self-assembly
Purification was performed on a reverse phase HPLC the larger the square is, the better the image quality (IQ) 26 .
All of the analysis of atomic-scale microgrphas in this paper were obtained from unstained, vitrified, hydrated nanosheets that were prepared for low- 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The polymer used in this study is a nearly monodisperse short diblock polypeptoid comprising a hydrophobic poly-N-decylglycine (pNdc) block and a hydrophilic poly-N-2-(2-(2-methoxyethoxy) ethylglycine) (pNte) block. This class of diblock copolymers is known to form ordered lamellae in the solidstate and monolayer nanosheets in water 28 . The polymer used in this study, pNdc 9 -pNte 9 , shown in Figure 1A , was prepared by automated solid-phase synthesis and purified to >90% molecular purity by HPLC as previously described 28 . Details of synthesis and characterization are given in the Supplementary Information. The polydispersity index for this polymer is 1.00002. The absence of hydrogen bonding, chirality, and electrostatic interactions in these polypeptoids, and their ability to spontaneously assemble into water soluble, crystalline, monolayer nanosheets make them excellent models of synthetic polymers such as polyethylene. The pNdc block forms the crystalline, hydrophobic core of the nanosheet, and the pNte block is amorphous and solvated by water. The homogeneity of peptoid crystals is expected to be far higher than that of most other polymer crystals such as polyethylene, due to the low polydispersity of the peptoid chains.
These monolayer lamellae were formed in high yield and readily imaged by transmission electron microscopy as shown in Figure 1B to arise from the spacing of adjacent rows of backbones 28 . In addition, diffraction spots extend along rows parallel to this meridian from a distance corresponding to 4.7 Å. The outermost visible spots are just outside the gold 111 diffraction ring (inset in Figure 1C ) and they represent information at 2.3 Å.
We also recorded images of these specimens that yielded information to at least as high resolution. A section of a typical low-dose cryo-EM micrograph is shown in Figure 1D . The bright horizontal lines represent the backbones of the polymer, but the signal-to-noise ratio is so low that little other detail is detected. However, the Fourier transform of an image including an area 300x300 nm ( Figure 1E) shows the presence of strong signal along the 4.7 Å rows. The appearance of weak diffraction between some of the stronger spots along these rows, along with the absence of intensity on these rows at 90 degrees from the meridian, suggested the presence of a glide plane, and the diffraction patterns were indexed with plane group P121 with a=4.7 Å, b=50 Å. Streaking of some of the spots suggests some degree of disorder in the crystals. The CTF estimation of FFT in Figure 1E can be found in Fig. S2 in SI.
We applied the crystallographic processing that has been developed in the context of cryo-EM of monolayer protein crystals to further analyze the images 26 . The 2dx software package was used to identify and correct lattice distortions in the image as well as to correct for the contrast transfer function (CTF) of the microscope 29, 30 . Following this unbending step, reflections that are not evident in the electron diffraction pattern can be detected with good signal-to-noise ratio, even beyond 2 Å. A representation of the data from one micrograph is shown in Figure 1F and Supplementary   Fig. S2 .
We used 2dx to analyze images of 12 independent, nominally untilted crystalline nanosheets of the type depicted in Figure 1 . Most of these yielded unit cell maps with higher than expected symmetry (see Supplementary Figure S3 ), suggesting an artifact in the processing. We thus A molecularly thin sheet of peptoid crystal with this structure is shown schematically in Figure 3A where we focus on the hydrophobic pNdc 9 crystal.
The sheet is stabilized by hydrophilic pNte9 chains that extend into the surrounding water (shown in atomic models in Supplementary Figure S8 ). Figure 3B are the in-plane and through-plane views of a typical pNdc 9 chain in the crystal obtained using molecular dynamic simulations described in SI (see Figure S8 and PDB files). Models of pNdc 9 -pNte 9 peptoid chains in several monolayer crystalline arrangements in water were allowed to relax using molecular dynamics. The backbones stayed roughly parallel to each other and the pNdc sidechains maintain the ordered V-shaped motifs that exclude water, while the pNte sidechains extend into solution and are disordered. Simulations of models with or without grain boundaries showed no detectable energy penalty for the defect. Figure 3C shows in-plane and through-plane views of a section of a simulated pNdc crystalline sheet. The simulation results closely resemble the averaged images of class 1 and class 29. Figure 3D shows the experimentally obtained micrographs for class averages 1 and 29. The correspondence between these micrographs and the through-plane views of our model ( Figure 2B ) is clear. The average distances between adjacent backbones and sidechains are 25 Å and 4.7 Å in the model, in agreement with the spacings in the images. Grain boundaries are frequently observed in these crystals; see boundaries between red and blue spots in Figure 2B . Averaging unit cells along such grain boundaries results in the image shown in Figure 3E . Here we obtain two adjacent Vshaped motifs that are parallel to each other in the middle of the micrograph, representing a grain boundary between class averages 1 and 29. This is in sharp contrast to the interior of grains that exhibit chains with two anti-parallel sets V-shaped motifs. The image of the defect is more noisy due to the fact that there are relatively few boxes located at the 1/29
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boundary. The agreement between the simulated atomic model presented in Figure 3C and the micrographs in Figure 3D demonstrates the ability of our approach to identify both crystalline arrangements as well as individual defects. In addition, the micrographs show the presence of a 4.5 A gap between adjacent molecules, consistent with through-plane projections of simulations The molecular motifs underlying the other image classes that we observe have yet to be identified, although the similarities in spacings suggest that they are all views essentially down the backbones. It seems unlikely that they represent simply different orientations of the crystal, since we find no correlation between the image patterns and specimen tilt angles determined in the course of the crystallographic processing. Our work only represents the beginning of characterizing synthetic polymer crystals at the atomic scale.
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have obtained low-dose electron micrographs of synthetic polypeptoid crystals at around 2 Å resolution. A challenging aspect of the data from these synthetic polymer crystals was the apparent presence of numerous distinct crystalline motifs in a contiguous film. In order to deal with this issue, micrographs were divided into small blocks of unit cells which were then classified and averaged, using techniques developed by the structural biology community. This sorting suggested diverse chain conformations and unit cell packing arrangements within the crystals.
Molecular simulations were used to identify some of the stable arrangements that are consistent with the imaging results, with good correspondence between proposed atomic models and observed motifs. It is evident that polymer chains can be trapped in periodic motifs that are out-of-equilibrium; direct imaging on atomic length scales is essential for identifying these motifs. Samples were often composed of contiguous regions with motifs that were mirror images of each other. By analyzing the boundaries of these regions, we were able to image crystalline defects. The present study is the first to demonstrate the possibility of atomic-scale imaging of synthetic polymer crystals and concomitant defects. The approach developed is robust and can, in principle, be applied to other synthetic polymer crystals 18 provided the samples contain sufficient numbers of crystalline motifs to allow the hybrid analysis using crystallographic and single particle methods. The work in this paper is restricted to short polymer chains that do not fold within the crystal. Atomic scale imaging of crystals with folded chains will present additional challenges that we hope to address in future work.
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